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This is a how-to guide to the essential techniques for capturing fantastic buildings, alien architecture, alternate realities, and ancient citadels.
Exploring different media - traditional and digital - this text takes you step-by-step through the techniques you need for turning your own ideas
into finished art.
Teaches comic book artists about artistic perspective, covering one, two, and three-point perspective, using circles, drawing the human
figure, and explaining the horizon and vanishing point
In the world of contemporary pinup art, few artists can capture the sexy essence of a gorgeous woman as well and as wonderfully as Jim
Silke. Silke's best-selling art books includeBettie Page, Queen of Hearts and Pin-Up: The Illegitimate Art. This time, the pinup master strips
his subjects of dress and other distractions to better reveal the delicious details that are usually hidden from admiring eyes. Silke adorns his
intoxicating imagery with sage insight and cunning wit, as he recounts his long and exceedingly happy career flirting with fine art and foxy
women.
Illustrates hitherto mysterious methods of comic art using as examples such Mighty Marvel heroes as Thor, The Silver Surfer, Spider-Man,
and The Hulk
A new spin on classic action figure nostalgia bursts off the page in this inventive nod to the titans of golden age comics. They say they're here
to help us, but are they here to replace us? Go-Bots have changed our way of life. Leader-1 is a self-aware fighter jet on a hostage rescue
mission with his partner, Commander Nick Burns. Scooter is the personal transport and best friend to undergrad A.J. Foster. Turbo is Matt
Hunter's transforming race car in the hottest sport in America, Go-Bot Racing. Cy-Kill is the champion of the illegal, underground Go-Bot
Fighting League. A modern sci-fi epic updating the story of the classic 1980s toy line, from the incomparable Tom Scioli, creator of American
Barbarian.
This drawing tutorial from best-selling author Christopher Hart shows artists how to draw exaggerated musculature of super-sized figures in
action poses.
Created by the multi-talented Joss Whedon and beloved the world over, your favorite characters and moments from the Buffy television
series are all represented in this engrossing adult colouring book. Containing 45 intricately-detailed original illustrations, you can add your
own colours to Buffy and the good guys as well as all the big bad guys!
Gives a history of drawing from prehistoric times, discusses techniques and equipment, and provides instructions for a variety of practice
exercises
Helps the reader gain access to right-brain functions, which affect artistic and creative abilities, by teaching the skills of drawing through
unusual exercises designed to increase visual skills
Presents a guide to stylized figure anatomy for artists wishing to emulate one of today's popular streamlined comic book styles, with step-bystep demonstrations and studies of major muscle groups, heads, hands, and feet.
Presents a collection of more than three hundred samples of the popular syndicated comic strip, as well as a variety of McDonnell's sketches,
paintings, and wood carvings, and an autobiographical account of his life, influences, and creative process. 20,000 first printing.
With more than 1200 highly detailed drawings by András Szunyoghy, this book offers insights into the art and techniques of anatomy drawing
Chris Hart's Humongous Book of Cartooning is a great value book covering everything the beginner needs to master cartooning. It teaches
how to draw cartoon people, fantasy characters, layouts, background design and much more. This latest cartoon title from Chris Hart, the
world's bestselling author of drawing and cartooning books, packs a wallop. It's the cartooning book that has it all: cartoon people, animals,
retro-style "toons'", funny robots (no one has ever done cartoon robots in a how-to book before, and movies like "Wall-E" and "Robots" were
smash hits and prove their appeal), fantasy characters and even sections on cartoon costumes, character design, and cartoon backgrounds
and composition. The Humongous Book of Cartooning is humongous, not only because it's so big, but also because it includes a huge
amount of original eye-catching characters and copious visual "side hints" that Chris is famous for. There is more actual instruction in this
book than in any other of Chris' cartooning titles. In short, if you want to know how to draw cartoons, Chris Hart's Humongous Book of
Cartooning is for you.
Covers how to create your own original comic book characters, draw fight scenes, design special powers, and invent imaginary creatures,
with a section on how the comic business works.
What does every aspiring comic artist REALLY want to draw? Action, of course! Learn how to render all aspects of adrenalin-filled movement,
from jaw-dropping superhero antics to kick-ass fistfights. Techniques for drawing every dynamic action are explained, from body contact and
flying through to fistfights, group rumbles and full-on battles Clever exercises show how to achieve convincing movement, from dynamic
standing poses, to running, swinging, flying and fighting An Action File of comic character drawings in dynamic poses forms an invaluable
resource for practice and reference
Not so long ago in a galaxy relatively close by, a ragged alliance of rebels engages in an epic struggle to free their world from the grip of
LORD BARON and the HEGEMONIC CRUX. Having stolen the formula for WARP COAL, the secret fuel of the enemy dreadnoughts
DUCHESS IMOEN flees for her life. She then stumbles across her only hope: BO, the last of the legendary storm foil warriors known as the
QUANTUM DRAGOONS-and Lord Baron's son!
Frank Cho's first book collecting his major ballpoint pen art while also revealing his step-by-step ballpoint pen techniques.
Packed with step-by-step illustrations, this comprehensive guide provides all the techniques needed to master the art of caricature. Drawing
caricatures has always been popular and this book makes it simple and enjoyable. All the fundamentals are covered, to give the reader a
sound foundation in caricature drawing techniques, with many step-by-step illustrations demonstrating how to put them into practice."
After stumbling upon an alien burial site in the Canadian wilderness professor Adam Strange is caught up in an Alien incursion that sends a
group of heroes to an alien world to fight for the fate of the universe.
A detailed instruction guide to drawing kung fu comics! If you have ever wondered how to draw your favorite kung fu fighters light-footing
away and spinning around making elaborate kung fu moves, now you can even learn to draw some on your own! This great guide will reveal
the secrets of drawing kung fu comics, from the basics, to how to render emotions into the characters and even script-writing!
In Stan Lee's How to Draw Comics, Stan Lee reveals his secrets for: * Costumes * Penciling, Inking & Coloring * Lettering & Word Balloons *
Digital Advances * Perspective & Foreshortening * What Makes Great Action * Page & Panel Layout * Covers * Creating a Portfolio * Getting
Work When it comes to comic books, one name says it all: Stan Lee. His characters are classics. His industry knowledge is vast. His
creativity is boundless. And now, he’s sharing what he knows with you, Grasshopper! His cohorts have always been—and still are—some of
the best in the business: Jack Kirby, John Romita, Sr., Neal Adams, Gil Kane, Mike Deodato, Jr., Frank Cho, and Jonathan Lau, and many
others, Stan includes their work here and discusses what exactly makes it so great. He touches on all the important stuff: anatomy,
foreshortening, perspective, action, penciling, inking, hand lettering vs. digital lettering, color, character and costume design, panel flow,
materials and tools, computers, file formats, and software. He includes an overview of the history and development of the comic book
industry, and there’s an extensive section on various types of covers—the super important element that makes the reader want to pick up that
comic! In a world where good battles evil at every turn and the hero fights valiantly to get the girl, no stone is left unturned! Here you’ll also
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find info on all the small details—that really aren’t so small: word balloons, thought balloons, whisper balloons, bursts, sound effect lettering,
and splash pages! And KA-BLAMMM! . . . once you’ve created your art, then what? Lest you think Stan would turn you out into the
wilderness without a road map, fellow traveler, there’s also information on preparing and submitting your portfolio, on getting work, and on
suggested reading and schools. Stan Lee’s How to Draw Comics features a cover that reunites long time collaborator John Romita Sr. and
original cover artist of How to Draw Comics the Marvel Way. John Romita Sr. was most famous for his collaboration on The Amazing SpiderMan with Stan Lee! It’s time for a new approach . . . “a cornucopia of cutting-edge, techno-savvy instructions to lead you down the freshly
laid yellow brick road of creativity.” It’s time for a book that takes you on the new journey of creating comic books for the 21st century and
beyond! Excelsior!
Offers guidance of drawing Manga characters and effects.
Calling all comic fans! Packed with tips, techniques and step-by-step guides based on the illustrations of 5 acclaimed comic artists, this is the
ultimate guide to creating action-packed comics for ages 8+. This is a guide not just to drawing characters, but to the whole process of comic
book creation: planning a story, developing characters and plots, using dialogue, setting out dynamic comic pages, and creating appealing
covers.
A moving graphic memoir about home, childhood, and family by the author of Storeyville and Pompeii. Pittsburgh is the story of a family, and
a city. Frank Santoro faces a straightforward yet heart-rending reality: His parents, once high-school sweethearts, now never speak to each
other—despite working in the same building. Stuck in the middle, he tries to understand. The result is this book. Using markers, pencils,
scissors, and tape, with a variety of papers, drawing in vivid colors and exuberant lines, Santoro constructs a multi-generational retelling of
their lives. Framed by his parents’ courtship and marriage, and set amid the vital but fading neighborhood streets, the pages of Pittsburgh
are filled with details both quotidian and dramatic—from his childhood mishaps to his father’s trauma in Vietnam—interspersed throughout with
the mute witness of the family dog, Pretzel. Santoro, the acclaimed author of Storeyville and Pompeii, has created his masterpiece.
Pittsburgh is an extraordinary reimagining of the comics form to depict the processes of memory, and a powerful, searching account of a
family taking shape, falling apart, and struggling to reinvent itself, as the city around them does the same.
Level UP and master more manga with YouTube's most popular art instructor, Mark Crilley! It's here! The highly anticipated follow-up to the
best-selling Mastering Manga provides everything you need, regardless of your skill-level, to learn how to draw manga like a pro. Graphic
novelist and YouTube's most popular art instructor Mark Crilley is back to lead you on your artistic journey. No matter what your experience,
Mastering Manga 2 will have you creating manga in no time. You'll master the basics of facial and body proportions as your drawing skills
increase to the next level. Clear and easy step-by-step instruction will walk you through the mechanics of how to draw manga. You'll learn to
create characters in diverse settings and scenes, as well as a variety of styles. Lessons on background and perspective will help you pull it all
together into a full manga story panel. More than 30 step-by-step demonstrations! • Proportion. Learn to draw all types of bodies, faces, ages
and ethnicities in profile, from behind, and more, including how to turn a full-sized character into an adorable chibi. • Clothing and body
language. Reveal your character's personality through hairstyles, expressions, clothing styles and accessories. • Useful poses. Tweak 16
classic manga poses to make them your own, or follow along with specific step-by-step demonstrations on drawing characters sitting, fighting,
kissing and more. • Environments. Create all types of habitats and moods using forest elements, rain, and the effects of water and weather. •
Anatomy of a manga panel. Learn how to choose the correct composition, background, depth and balance to create the most effective panel
layout for your story. Grab a pencil and learn all the secrets needed to bring your manga story to life!
One of the world's leading cartoon artists shows readers how to capture the retro look of Sponge Bob, Dexter, and other popular comics,
revealing how to recapture the 1950s in cartoons. All ages.
Tim-21, Telsa, and Quon finally escape the Machine Moon and head out on a quest to find the ancient robot who may hold the key to the
Harvesters. Meanwhile Andy and his ragtag team close in on Tim, but their fragile alliance is shattered by Driller's revelations. A new chapter
of the heartfelt sci-fi epic by superstar creators JEFF LEMIRE & DUSTIN NGUYEN begins here. Collects DESCENDER #17-21.
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"Este Aprende a Dibujar es perfecto para todos aquellos que hayáis practicado con Aprende a Dibujar (Parte 1) y para todos los
que tengáis un nivel medio de dibujo. Nacho Arranz, con una experiencia de 17 años como profesor de cómic y creación de
personajes, nos ofrece todos los secretos que desde 2013 enseña en sus Cursos Online. Se trata de un libro que te ayudará a
completarte aún más como dibujante, haciendo hincapié en muchos de los conceptos que tanto se nos resisten cuando nuestro
nivel no está definido del todo. Ese pequeño empujón que necesitas para subir de nivel lo encontrarás en este maravilloso
ejemplar. Y para terminar, aprenderás a realizar un buen Portfolio para moverte a nivel profesional. Una segunda parte que nos
vuelve a dejar muy claro lo mucho que merece la pena luchar por aquello que tanto te gusta: DIBUJAR. ¡¡A TOPE!!"--Back cover.
This book woll teach you how to draw ships and boats in a fun and unique way step by step.
Bryan Hitch has illustrated some of the most famous characters and worlds in the comic industry, including The Avengers,
Fantastic Four, The Ultimates and Captain America. Discover the drawing stages he follows to create his iconic comic art, from
roughing out through to finished pencils, inks and colors. Look back through Bryan's stunning portfolio and learn about the pieces
he's most proud of and how he manages to keep his work fresh. Get first-hand advice on how to break into the comic world,
including what to include in your portfolio, who to approach and when.
"The third title in Christopher Hart's bestselling Master Guide to Drawing Anime series, Tips & Tricks is an essential guide that
provides the in-depth information needed for fine-tuning one's anime drawing at every skill level. Covering every aspect of anime
forms, Chris delves deep into the specifics of creating anime characters and scenes, offering all the secrets of anime drawing that
make characters really look complete"-This book features over 300 previously unpublished sketches of super heroes, barbarians, wizards, warriors, maidens, and
animals as rendered by legendary comic book illustrator John Buscema. With commentary by Sal Buscema, Neal Adams, and
Kevin Nowlan.
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